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A reading strategy for undergraduates with
manifold objectives

D. suwandarathna,

1. Introduction

Under graduates of the University of Kelaniya need varied profi-
ciency levels inEnglishLanguage depending on their respective academic
pursuits. Those who offer it as a major, have to be highlyproficient in it as
it is an end by itself for them. Students in the faculties of Science,
Management and Medicine need a reasonable proficiency level in
English as it is the medium of instructions in those faculties. Rest of the
students need English proficiency to pass E.L.T.U. Examinations .
However there are 3 departments, namely Geography, Sinhala and
Library science which administer department level English papers as
compulsory units of the Degree Exam. Disciplines of the first two
departments, which have been in existence on the university for a long
time, and are conventional in nature, possess a large body of reading
materials in bothEnglish and vernacular. Yet those of the Library Science
which came into existence comparatively recently and having had only a
brief history in the campus syllabus, don’t have sufficient vernacular
reading materials. This makes it necessary for library science students to
read English medium texts available on the subject to collect input for
assignments and exams. Often ,extracts from English texts are
provided to students for this purpose.

2. Research Problem

Attemptsmade in the EnglishLanguage classes tocomprehend above
printed matter using conventional strategies failed miserably repeatedly.
On account of this written work related to the materials given was not
possible either.

3. Hypothesis

On the basis of informal inquiries and personal observations, the
inability on the part of the students to distinguish relevant date from
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irrelevant data was hypothesized as being the main cause of the students’
inability to understand the English printed matter. Secondary data
available on reading strategies, confirm this assumption.

4. Literature Review

Berman's words: "reader must first and foremost recognize the
basic partsof a sentence-whatconstitutes itsmain and subordinate clauses"
prove this fact Berman, R.A. in Alderson (ed) 1984: 140. According to
the same source "heaviness" in the text is a feature that "impedes" this
recognition. As he pointsout, "heaviness" is a state caused by the addition
of sub-parts to the "Kernel-Structure" which is a source of difficulty.
Following citation from Berman's research: "I was so busy working out
this part of the sentence. I forgot it was connected with something else"
proves the significant bearing the long constructions haveon comprehension.
Though identifying the text's macro-structure, use of contextual cluesetc.
are strategies useful in comprehension, participants in this survery, being
people who had not had a noteworthy exposure to them were not able to
use them effectively. Following words of Malcom Cooper in Alderson
(ed) 1984: 132 "unpracticed readers found it difficult to deduce word
meaning from context, to understand lexical cohesion, and to understand
the meaning relationships between sentences prove this inability to be a
phenomenon common to inexperienced readers in general. Hence
"parsing", a strategy which could be adopted "regardless of grade, level
or skill of the reader" according to Wood 1974: 21 in Alderson(ed) 1982
was chosen totackle the task. "Parsing" used in this survey, however, was
significantly different from the standard ond.

5. Significance of the Study (Present Technique)

Length and complexity of constructions being the factors that
disorientate inexperienced readers a strategy whereby these constructions
can be broken up intomanageable segments and exhibited visually, it was
thought would ease comprehension. It was with this aim, a grid was
selected for the purpose. The grid consists of five columns named verb,
subject, WH, Explanation and Details. Last 2 columns, are referred to as
"Additional details" too. This column heading can be replaced by a
question e.g. ("What do you know about, this") or a request: ("Can you
explain it further") depending on the information needed. WH is an
umbrella term covering the whole repertoire of WH questions. Each slot
in the WH column is divided into two by a horizontal line, and the slot
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6. When was a long time needed to travel?
Before the discovery of steam power.

Short question and answer of the above nature encourage students
to use language for communication without elaborate planning or
thinking which helps the teacher to inveigle the students to speech.

When students are sufficiently thorough with simple constructions.
The grid is loaded with more data with the aim of exposing the students to
complex constructions. Some of the constructions dealt with were as
follows.

1. The library of the school which he now attends, after leaving his
previous school where he studied up to O/L doesn't have a good
lending library fromwhere he can borrow books to write assignments.

2. Neighbourhood of Sarath's new house which he bought after selling
his old and small house in town does not have enough people of his
age group with whomhe can keep company whenever he feels lonely.

3. Neighbourhood of the house which Nihal bought 2 months ago after
selling his estate, has a lot of tutories in the neighbourhood which
coach students for almost all the exams to which Nihal can send his
children for tuition which is a great relies for him.

above i s allocated to wri te the question form for which the slot
underneath provides the response.

6. Methodology

To begin with students are asked to identify the verb and write it in
the first column. In the event of the verb being not decipherable students
are encouraged to look for affixes, morphemes, syntactic order in the
construction etc to identify the verb. If this strategy too fails to produce
the desired effect, students are made to fill 2nd and 3rd columns selecting
words through guess work from the sentence and formulate questions
afterwards. If the response isstill negative the teacher pointsout the verb.
By the time the class hasfilled the first3 columns the main clause is clear.
Remainingparts of the construction are broken downto sense groups and
tabulated in the grid next. After wards students are encouraged to frame
questions and provide answers to them using the data found in the
columns. Where the constructions dealt with in the grid, lend themselves
for application students are made to construct statements and questions
using new data.

Example :

1. Was a small quantity of D.D.T. enough to KIU misquotes?
2. Yes.
3. When was that? Originally (at first)
4. When was a small height enough to join the army?

During the war
5. Why? because people were afraid to join the army?

n
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9. Data Analysis

3 language deficiencies were provided in alphabetical order in the
questionnaire and students were asked to rate each of themby writing the
appropriate letter selected from a box given below them.

Summary of the Deficiency Analysis

Evaluation of the grid

Five of the benefits of the grid were itemized alphabetically
leaving 3 columns in front of them to rate each one's contribution on a
scale of . to 2.

10. Observations

Primary aim of the quest ionnai re was assessing the gird' s
contribution towards solving reading problems, nevertheless, Deficiency
Analysis, thoughilltimed, was also included init to examine whether some
of the language skills identified as needs "partly" on the bas is of

priority

7. Participants

After a considerable length of time (on completion of roughly 2
semestersof teachingthat is) a survey was conducted to gauge the impact
of the strategy. Since Library Science is a small department in terms of
student population, administering questionnaires to students of all the 3
academic years was thought to be necessary to obtain at least a reasonably
sufficient representative sample for the survey. Hence, questionnaireswere
distributed amongall the studentsof the Department at random. Distribution
was done towards the end of the 2nd semester during which time students
were busy with formalities connected with semester end exam. Due to
this fact perhaps , t he response rate for the survey was somewhat
dismal. Only 44 questionnaires were returned out of which 17 could not
be analyzed due to numerous flaws.

8. Format of the Questionnaire

Questionnaire consists of 3 segments and its first part elicits details
such as name, academic year and details of attendance. Part 2 is a
deficiency analysis which examines difficulties students encounter in
relation to comprehension. Part 3 explains the characteristics of the grid
and inquires about their significance to the students.

Part 2 Deficiency Analysis (Translation)

Problems that I face in relation to reading.
1. ignorance of vocabulary.
2. inability of distinguishing relevant words from irrelevant words.
3. Forgetting the first part of the sentence by the time I reach the middle

of a complex sentence.

Part 3 The strategies the grid uses: (Translation)

Following are the characteristic of the grid used for comprehension.
State whether it "helped" "did not help" or your "uncertainty" about it by
writing x, y or z respectively in front of each statement.

1. Grid helps to distinguish relevant data from irrelevant data.
2. Grid helps to divide long sentences into short manageable segments.
3. Grid enables to see short passages as coherent wholes (entities)
4. Grid helps to frame questions.
5. Grid helps to form sentences by substituting new words.

Priority

Priority

3

1

5

2

4
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mßj¾;k idys;Hh ms<sn| woyia lsysmhla

uydpd¾h Wmq,a rxð;a fyajdú;dk .uf.a

mßj¾;kfha iajNdjh

zmßj¾;khZ hk jpkh uQ,sl jYfhka u zfjkia ùuZ
fyj;a ztla ;;a;ajhl isg ;j;a ;;a;ajhlg m;aùuZ hk w¾:h
fohs' fidnd oyu ms<sn| j is;d ne,Sfï § tys meje;au isÿ jkafka
by; lS zmßj¾;khZ fyj;a zfjkia ùuZ wkqj nj jegyS hhs'
fidnd oyug wh;a ish,af,ys zuQ,sl O¾u;djZ fuhhs' ish,a,

mj;skafka tu uq,sl O¾u;djg wkqjh hkak ms<sn| újdohla
ke;' udkj udkisl f,dalhg wh;a zidys;HhZ kï úIhfhys tk
zmßj¾;khZ kï ld¾hh o fuu zO¾u;djg uZ wh;ah hkak uf.a
jegySuhs'

udkj YsIagdpdrh yd mßj¾;kh

fidnd oyug wh;a úYsIag wx.hla f,i ye¢kaúh yels udkj
YsIagdpdrfhys wdrïNfha mgka u zmßj¾;kZ ld¾hh isÿ ù we;s
nj fmkS hhs' mßirfhys ;ud olsk oE udkjhd lsishï wdldrhl
ixfla; /ilg mßj¾;kh lf<ah' th .=yd ì;a;shla u;" .il
l|la u;" ueá mqjrejla u; igyka lf<ah' th" tla udkj

lKavdhul isg ;j;a udkj lKavdhula olajd .uka lsÍfï §
;j ;j;a fjkialïj,g Ndckh úh' NdIdj kue;s fuj,u idod
.kakg fmr o fufia hï hï wdldrj, zmßj¾;kZ isÿ fkdjqKd
fkd fõ' th" tla;rd wdldrhlg udkj lKavdhï ixúOdkh
ùfï § wkkH;d m%o¾Ykh lrkq jia Ndú; ù we;s nj fmkS hhs'

NdIdj yd ixialD;sh

NdIdj kue;s fuj,u udkj YsIagdpdrh kj u.lg fhduq

lf<ah hkak újdohlska f;dr j ms<s.; yels lreKls' lKavdhï
jYfhka ixúOdkh jQ iudc rdYshla ;u;ukaf.a iajNdúl
mßirhkag wkql+, zNdIdZ iïu; lr .;s' uqúka msgjk Yío
zwCIr ixfla;Z njg mßj¾;kh lr .;s' tla tla lKavdhï

researchers perception were correct. A survey of that nature was
necessary. As there is a tendency for analysts to impose his or her
perceptions and interpretations of needs on their learners which are
unnecessary and unattainable (Halliday and Cooke in West (ed) 1992.
However the statistics in the questionnaire dispel this doubt.

The most outstanding contribution of the grid: "The assistance it
renders to divide long sentences into manageable sense groups." is
the task which deficiency analysis too selects as its first priority.

The 2nd most useful contribution of the grid is "the opportunity it
affords learners to formulate questions." This language area was not
included in the DeficiencyAnalysis for comment, as the primaryconcern
of that scrutiny was only identifying the impediments related to reading.

"Helping to distinguish relevant data from irrelevant data in
constructions" which is another contribution of the grid is the 3rd priority
according to the survey, incidentally this is the 3rd mostdifficult language
task in relation to reading according to the Deficiency Analysis;As well
4th and 5th contributions of the grid respectively are: "providing a syntac-
tic frame work to form new constructions" and "enabling the reader to
see short paragraphs as coherent wholes." Despite the low priority score
the latter received it is a useful language skill which can "wean away"
students from"their obsession with words" and encourage themto exploit
their innate powers of inference and prediction from linguistic evidence
(Chitravely 1980 in Reading in a Foreign Language)

11. Conclusion

As can be seen from the facts above there is no signifi cant
correlation between some of the needs identified through the Deficiency
Analysis and the competencies imparted by the grid. For instance
problem related to vocabulary.

which is the 2nd priority of the Deficiency Analysis is not addressed
by the grid. At the same time there are no references in the Deficiency
survey to 3 of the competencies, namely to 3rd, 4th and 5th language
skills which the grid helps to promote. Cause of this mismatch is the di-
verse aims. The researcher used the Deficiency Analysis to obtain data
related to reading problems exclusively, and the aim of the other survey
was getting as much information as possible about the grid.

However, with hindsight it i s felt that qust ionnai re is not
comprehensive, particular in relation to its range. Yet grid appears to have
met participants needs in a large measure statistics inDataAnalysis prove that.


